
 

THE ELIJAH CUP   
 

We remember special moments in 

our life with photo albums and re-

cordings and we use daily reminders 

of the goals we have achieved thru 

the use of diplomas, Wedding rings 

and Spiritual events. All in all, our 

lives become lives of prayer when 

we remember our Spouse, Children, 

Relatives and our own Intentions 

when we pray for God’s Blessings 

upon ourselves and others. The Chalice and Patten used during the celebration 

of the Eucharist is a Prayerful means, a Prayerful reminder of the Last Supper as 

well as a choice that was made to choose the Priesthood as a career. 

Within the next few weeks we will be beginning a program of prayer here at St. 

Paul Parish entitled: The Elijah Cup. The Elijah Cup is an ongoing prayer program 

in which Parish individuals or Families request to take a Chalice and Patten used 

at Mass into their homes for one week. We ask that the Chalice and Patten be 

placed in a prominent place in your home as a reminder of praying for vocations 

to the Priesthood, Permanent Diaconate and Sisterhood. 

Just by having the Chalice and Patten in your home in a special place for viewing 

will be a reminder to pray for Vocations. The prayers can be spontaneous or the 

Rosary or Scripture readings. 

There will be more information provided in upcoming bulletins regarding this 
Elijah Cup Ministry.                               

                                            Fr. Tim 
 

        St. Paul Church    February 15, 2015 



“When they walk in, you can tell the kids are a little tentative,” says catechist and chaperone Nancy 
Kennure. “Once we start playing the games, everyone really relaxes and they enjoy the experience.” 
 

Bowen has residents talk about their past careers, which include: cartoonist, college professors, artists, 
nurses and teachers.  The group also briefly met residents with dementia. “Ron explained to the kids 
that these people live in the moment and they still deserve respect and dignity,” says Kennure.   
 

Monsignor Bojnowski Manor, a senior living facility in New Britain was also the site of a Game Day.  
Due to illnesses at Andrew House in New Britain, the students assigned to that location stayed on site 
to shovel snow and widen sidewalks on the Saint Paul property. 
 

Thanks to our chaperones:  Nancy Kennure, Krista Hilbie, Donna Conner, Bob Fischer, Lee-Ellen 
Samojla and Lindsey Volz.  Our next Service Day is Feb. 16. We’ll have more photos and stories to 
share! 

A SNOWY SERVICE DAY FOR CONFIRMATION CLASS 

53 Confirmation students shared their time at three different locations on Sat., Feb. 7 

as part of their Service Day requirement:   

Atria Larson Place is an 
assisted living facility in 
Hamden.   
 
“The intergenerational 
combination is a learning 
experience for both the older 
adult and the kids,” says 
Executive Director Ron 
Bowen. “The energy when 
they are together is powerful.” 
 
He organized the game:  Are 
you Smarter Than a High 
Schooler? Residents won for 
the second consecutive year.  
 

By Robin Veronesi, Director of Religious Education 

Bowen’s family attends Saint Paul and his youngest son was confirmed here last year.  We are 
grateful for his hospitality and that he went in on his day off to participate.   



Our emotions are a big part of what makes us human.  They 
dictate how we feel and guide our behavior and actions. They 
can motivate us to compete, to fight or flee, to change or cre-
ate, and even to help others.  More importantly, our emotions 
can also have a huge impact on our physical health.  Anyone 
who has ever felt the ache of a broken heart, or the anxious 
fluttering or butterflies before a promising job interview, 
knows that the physical heart and emotions are intimately 
linked. 
For many years doctors have pondered the connection be-
tween our mental and physical health.  Today there is signifi-
cant evidence that shows how improving psychological func-
tion and quality of life may ease symptoms of disease.  Peo-
ple who are emotionally healthy are more connected and in 
control of their emotions and their behavior.  They are able to 
handle life’s challenges, build strong relationships and recov-
er from setbacks more effectively.  For optimal heart health 
and well being, it is important to learn how to manage and 
balance our emotions, both negative and positive. 
So it would seem the answer is easy.  Simply train yourself to 
get rid of those negative emotions and be happier and more 
positive, and the problem is solved.  It is not that simple.  In 
fact, depression poses as big a risk factor as smoking and 
high cholesterol when it comes to our health. 
The good news is that these emotions are not entirely out of 
our control, and other emotions and mental states such as 
gratitude, optimism, altruism, and forgiveness mitigates this 
cardiovascular risk.   Rather than tell you, “don’t worry, be 
happy”, here are some concrete, researched tips shown to 
decrease depression, anger and hostility while increasing 
positive emotions, which may just be the prescription your 
heart needs. 
Count your blessings – Gratitude is a powerful thing. Spend-
ing 20 minutes to write down 3 good things that happened to 
you in the last week decreases depression and increases 
well-being and optimism.  This, in turn, lowers your risk for 
developing or worsening heart disease.  Surprisingly, simply 
thinking about things you are thankful for is not enough.  It is 
the actual writing these things down that provides the most 
benefit.  Purchase a gratitude journal to aid you. 
Say thank you – Along similar lines, writing a letter to some-
one who has made a difference in your life or done some-
thing kind for you increases your sense of happiness and 
well-being that can last up to 6 months.  Better yet, read the 
letter aloud to the person after you write it for extra heart-
warming benefits. 
 

Phone a friend – Science confirms what we’ve known all along, 
friendship is good for the heart!  Social support is protective 
against cardiovascular events, while isolation and lack of a 
close confidant are associated with both depression and heart 
disease.  It is not always the presence of friends and family in 
life that matter most, but whether or not you reach out to these 
people for support, so don’t hesitate to identify people who you 
can talk with openly and on a regular basis. 
 
Learn to forgive – Whoever said, “Holding on to anger is like 
drinking poison and expecting the other person to die” was 
right.  It is not that anger itself is inherently bad, but when it is 
either suppressed or overly expressed it is associated with 
health problems such as heart attacks, hypertension, and sud-
den heart death.  In various studies doctors have seen how 
anger and not forgiving is detrimental to the heart.  After a ten-
week training period of learning to reduce resentment and de-
velop increased empathy for the person who caused them 
pain, the blood flow to their heart muscle was increased from 
previous levels, greatly lowering their risk for future heart dis-
ease. 
Practice random acts of kindness – Doing something nice for 
someone else is the epitome of a win-win situation.  Heart dis-
ease patients who were instructed to perform three kind acts in 
one day and write them down afterwards reported increased 
happiness, decreased anxiety and depression, and increased 
overall quality of life which lasted long after the exercise was 
completed. 
Stash the smart phone – In our hyper-connected, digital world 
we are busier and more scattered than ever before.  It is al-
most as if society is pushing us all to become the “Type A Per-
sonality”.  Mindfulness, a term that refers to various practices 
of slowing down, stilling the mind, and turning the awareness 
inward, has been shown to have a seemingly infinite number of 
health benefits. 
Treat chronic depression – Depression can be debilitating and 
is not something to take lightly.  There are many options in-
cluding counseling, medication, herbal and nutritional therapy, 
and lifestyle changes.  Depression induces many physical 
changes in the body including negative effects on our nervous 
and immune systems, our blood clotting abilities, and our 
heart.  Contact a doctor if you are struggling with depression. 
 

February is American Heart Month, which is the perfect time to 
think about all the ways you can keep your heart healthy as 
you age. 

 

  HAPPY HEART,  HEALTHY HEART 



Enjoy a Night of Irish Food and Fun  

Including Griffith Academy Irish Step Dancers 

Knights of Columbus Council 3675 

St. Patrick’s Day Dinner 

St. Paul’s School Gym 

 March 7, 2015   

Advance Ticket Price 

$10.00 for Adults 

$6 for Children ages 5-10 

Under age 5,   Free 

Ticket prices after February 15  

$15 for Adults and $8 for Children ages 5-10   

. 

Doors open @ 5:00pm 

For Ticket information Contact:  

Terry Lescoe      (860) 828-9285     

                          Thomas Sullivan (860) 505-8128 

Hope to see you there! 

Dinner includes: 

Salad, Bread, Corned Beef & Ham, Potatoes, Carrots, Dessert 

Refunds due to inclement weather will be honored 


